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In the first half of the third century B.C., two Greeks, Herophilus of Chalcedon and his
younger contemporary Erasistratus of Ceos, became the first and last ancient scientists to
perform systematic dissections of human cadavers. In all probability, they also conducted
vivisections of condemned criminals. Their anatomical and physiological discoveries were
extraordinary. The uniqueness ofthese events presents an intriguing historical puzzle. Animals
had been dissected by Aristotle in the preceding century (and partly dissected by other Greeks
in earlier centuries), and, later, Galen (second century A.D.) and others again systematically
dissected numerous animals. But no ancient scientists ever seem to have resumed systematic
human dissection. This paper explores, first, the cultural factors-including traditional Greek
attitudes to the corpse and to the skin, also as manifested in Greek sacred laws-that may have
prevented systematic human dissection during almost all of Greek antiquity, from the Pre-
Socratic philosopher-scientists of the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. to distinguished Greek
physicians of the later Roman Empire. Second, the exceptional constellation of cultural,
political, and social circumstances in early Alexandria that might have emboldened Herophilus
to overcome the pressures of cultural traditions and to initiate systematic human dissection, is
analyzed. Finally, the paper explores possible reasons for the mysteriously abrupt disappear-
ance of systematic human dissection from Greek science after the death of Erasistratus and
Herophilus.
One ofthe more stunningmoments in the history ofscience [1] was the revolution-
ary introduction ofsystematic human dissection and, in all probability, ofsystematic
vivisectory experimentation on condemned criminals [2] by the physician Herophilus
of Chalcedon [3], a contemporary of Euclid, in Alexandria [4] in the early third
century B.C. These new methods of research were used for a mere generation or so
before being abandoned-Herophilus' younger contemporary, Erasistratus, being
the only other ancient scientist towhom they are attributed.
This remarkable event presents a rich complex of puzzles. For one thing, this
period was not only thefirst but also the last time, in the roughly thousand years of
ancient Greek science, that human cadavers were systematically dissected. Indeed,
not until the fourteenth century was systematic human dissection resumed. Animals
had, of course, been dissected by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C., but never
humans. In what social, cultural, and political contexts was it possible for an ancient
Greek to open human cadavers? For what purposes? With what justification?
Provoking what responses? What had rendered the practice impossible for so long?
What rendered it impossible again for more than 15 centuries after Herophilus and
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Erasistratus? And what do these considerations suggest about the importance ofthe
larger contextswithin which science is practiced?
By exploring, in particular, some traditional Greek ideas about, and valorizations
of, the corpse, the skin, and cutting, one might begin to approach an understanding
(a) of the cultural heritage that prevented human dissection during almost all of
antiquity, and, consequently, (b) of the radical audacity of the human hand that first
cut open cadavers for heuristic, scientific purposes. In part II of this contribution,
elements of cultural constraint are explored; in part III, factors that might have
emboldened Herophilus and Erasistratus to violate and overcome the constraining
pressures of tradition are discussed; part IV offers some reflections on the abrupt
discontinuation ofsystematic human dissection after Erasistratus and Herophilus.
Before proceeding to these major questions, however, I offer a brief glimpse of
why-apart from the element of innovative, daring defiance of tradition-the
short-lived ancient dissection of humans by Herophilus and Erasistratus can legiti-
mately be called a "stunning moment in the history ofscience."
Any summary of the extensive anatomical and physiological discoveries made by
Herophilus and Erasistratus through human dissection andvivisection might run the
risk of being a caricature. A few examples nevertheless will illustrate the extent to
which they contributed to the discovery of the human body. By dissecting human
cadavers, Herophilus succeeded in distinguishingbetween the ventricles ofthe brain
and recognizing the physiological significance ofthe fourthventricle [5]. Without any
of the major instruments of modern medical technology, he discovered the nerves,
provided a description of at least seven pairs of cranial nerves, and distinguished
between sensory and motor nerves [6]. He meticulously differentiated between at
least four coats or membranes of the eye, bestowing upon subsequent anatomical
terminology the terms "cornea" (a Latin translation of Herophilus' term kerato-
eides), "retina" (a Latin translation of Herophilus' term diktyo-eiles), and "choroid
coat" [7]. Furthermore, he discovered the heart valves, and his younger contempo-
raryErasistratusexperimentallyillustrated, it seems, theirfunctionbydemonstrating
the irreversibility of the flow through the valves [8]. Erasistratus also offered an
admirable account ofthe bicameral heart as a mechanical pump or bellows and, like
Herophilus, he gave a detailed account ofthe vascular system based on a systematic
anatomical and functional distinction between veins (phlebes) and arteries (arte-riai)
[9].
Moreover, Herophilus provides the first accurate description of the human liver,
the first investigation of the pancreas, and a descriptive and functional anatomy of
the male and female reproductive parts that was not improved upon for centuries
[10]. Herophilus also demystified the human womb by recognizing that it is not
bicameral, by abandoning the Hippocratic notion that the womb wanders and thus
causes hysterical suffocation, and by discovering the ovaries, the broad ligaments,
and the tubes [11].
Like practically all science, the science ofHerophilus and Erasistratus is ofcourse
a combination of insight and blindness, of uncovering and covering, of unwittingly
supplementing and suppressing, ofaugmentation and elision, in the slippery process
of turning observation, hypothesis, and experiment into text. But this selective
enumeration of their discoveries offers a briefillustration ofthe remarkable, though
brief, explosion ofknowledge ofthe human body entailed by the first, and only, years
ofsystematic human dissection in antiquity and, indeed, before the Renaissance.
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In order to understand and evaluate the extraordinary historical "aberration"
represented by Herophilus' and Erasistratus' human dissections, it is useful to ask
what it might have meant, culturally and morally, for a Greek of the third century
B.C., to cut through the human skin and deeply into the human body for purposes of
scientific exploration. What cultural reverberations might have echoed through the
mental and psychic recesses of a Greek philosopher-scientist contemplating or
performing such an act, and through the minds ofthosewho learnt about it?
II
It often is said, quite vaguely, that religious, moral, and esthetic taboos, as well as
their psychological concomitants, inhibited practically all ancient and medieval
physicians from opening the human body for anatomical purposes. Indeed, before
Herophilus and Erasistratus, relatively superficial surgical incisions and excisions
prompted by pathological conditions constituted the usual limit of "cutting" human
bodies, although there are a few notable exceptions. (In later antiquity, I hasten to
add, more invasive surgical procedureswere introduced, includingsuture ofthe large
intestine,cutting ofbladder stones, and Galen'sfamous, successful surgical exposure
of the heart in the second century A.D. [12]. But even then, cutting open a deceased
humanbeing once again simplylaybeyond anyculturally accepted limit.) It is readily
conceded that human corpses were at times tampered with, also before the third
century B.C., but such acts tended to be dealt with as punishable desecrations and as
violations of culturally acceptable boundaries [13]. The perpetrators were consid-
ered polluted and polluting, a source ofdanger to individual and community alike.
More specific sociocultural features of the "taboo" against human dissection
become visible, as suggested, through an exploration of Greek beliefs and practices
pertaining to the corpse, the skin, and "cutting." (It perhapsgoeswithout saying that
it lies in the nature both ofthe questions addressed here and ofthe available ancient
evidence that the observations and suggestions which follow are, to some degree,
speculative; they are intended chiefly to stimulate discussion rather than to offer
dogmatic conclusions nolonger open to questioning.)
First, what was the corpse to the majority of Greeks? Substantial evidence is
provided most notably by ancient Greek inscriptions that record sacred laws.
Hundreds of these sacred laws survive (though often partly mutilated), carved into
stone and marble at ancient sanctuaries [14]. Unlike other ancient texts, these sacred
inscriptions have not been subjected to the vagaries ofmanuscript transmission: the
ancient stones in which they are inscribed survive, and reading them hence yields an
unusual sense of immediacy, of unfiltered confrontation with rules, beliefs, and
practices that regulated ancient communities, alsowith reference to cadavers.
In many ancient Greek sacred laws, everyhuman corpse is considered a significant
source ofpollution for all who, in any fashion whatsoever, come into contact with it
or stand in a relation ofkinship to it. An especially common expression ofthe belief
that corpses entail religious and civic pollution is the prohibition against the
following activities on the terrain of a sanctuary or in a temple: dying, abandoning or
burying a corpse, giving birth, having sexual intercourse, urinating, defecating, and,
in the Hellenisticperiod, menstruating [15].
Itmight at firstglance seem paradoxical, as Robert Parker has observed, "that the
most intimately natural ofall experiences"-death, birth, sexual intercourse, urinat-
ing, defecating-"should also be seen by people living close to nature as potent
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sources of impurity and danger" [16]. But such ideas in fact recur cross-culturally.
Furthermore, in ancient Greece not only the sacred laws, which bind all inhabitants
of a locality and thus construct and express the ideological solidarity of a community,
but also historiography, poetry, and, to some extent, philosophy resonate with the
pervasive sense of the perilous impurity of the corpse, whose polluting power could
touch even divinities.
The most famous instance in poetry is the conflict between Antigone and Creon in
Sophocles' Antigone over Polynices' corpse, but even better known in antiquity was
the irreconcilability of corpse pollution with the sacredness of Delos. Greek writers
as diverse as the fifth-century B.C. historian Thucydides, the first-century B.C.
geographer Strabo, and the Alexandrian poet-scholar Callimachus [17] (who was
Herophilus' contemporary, and who alludes to Herophilus' obstetrical theories in
one ofhis poems [18]) confirm that the island ofDelos, byvirtue ofbeing sacred, had
to be kept free of all taint ofthe processes of mortality; neither death nor burial was
permitted anywhere on Delos. Another contemporary of Herophilus, the philoso-
pher Teles, contrasts Greek and Egyptian attitudes to corpses, saying: "We [Greeks]
shrink both from looking at and from touching corpses" [19]. The comic poet
Philemon is said to have dreamt the night before he died that nine young women
were departing from his house. When he asked them why they were leaving him
behind, they responded that it was contrary to sacred law ("not themiton") for them
to remain and for him to listen to them; they were, Aelian assures us, the nine Muses
in fear of corpse-pollution [20].
A particularly pertinent fact, to my knowledge never noted before in the context of
Erasistratus' scientific activities, is that we happen to be exceptionally well informed
about the attitudes to corpses in Erasistratus' native city, lulis, on the Aegean island
Ceos. On two sides of a fifth-century B.C. stele from lulis a generous total of 51 lines
record a detailed sacred law concerning the disposal of corpses [21]. As Robert
Parker has pointed out, this law displays many resonances with Solon's late seventh-
or early sixth-century B.C. funerary legislation for Athens and with other Greek
sacred laws, and it therefore stands neither isolated nor unique [22]. The law from
lulis and numerous related Greek sacred laws offer the following kinds of details
concerning Greek attitudes to corpses, as Parker and others have recognized.
A house in which there is a corpse becomes polluted at the very moment of death.
A special water vessel, set outside for the use of kinsmen leaving or entering the
house, visibly warns those who do not wish to incur pollution not to enter the house
at all. The water is brought from elsewhere, since the water supply of the house, like
its fire, is instantly polluted by the presence of a corpse. The women ofthe household
wash, anoint, and crown the corpse, dress it in white robes, and lay it on a bier strewn
with purificatory olive branches and olive leaves. In a typical manifestation of what
some anthropologists have called the "ambiguity of the sacred," the corpse thus is
made symbolically pure, even while still contaminating all people and things around
it. Of all present, the corpse-the pollutant-now alone wears the crown, emblem of
purity. Early on the third day, before dawn, to protect passersby from pollution, the
body is carried outside the city limits, away from and beyond the civic body which it
endangers, and away from all temples-with, ofcourse, no priest in attendance, since
the corpse would pollute this symbol of purity. The contrast of this "ideology of the
corpse" with that displayed in modern Western burial practices, which often have
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church or synagogue and priest, minister, or rabbi at their center, could hardly be
greater.
The burial of the corpse is a new turning point, and it is followed by the
purification of persons and things contaminated or polluted by the corpse. The
mourners now wash and bathe, and the house is sprinkled with sea water early the
next morning. A fresh fire is started on the hearth, and only now, for the first time
since the livingbodyturned into apolluting corpse, maylimited contactwith thegods
be resumed through offerings at the hearth.
Yet so powerful is the pollution caused by the corpse, in lulis as elsewhere in
Greece, that even now the purified mourners are not truly pure. Even now, for those
polluted by the corpse, the laws prescribe further periods of exclusion from all
shrines, i.e., from the vital centers and sources of community, for periods ranging
from two to 41 days, depending on how intimate the polluted person's contact with
the corpse has been [23]. Moreover, the corpse, even when duly and properly
interred, remains a source of pollution or miasma for a long time. At progressively
increasing intervals oftime, further purificatory rites therefore have to be performed
at the tomb. As though that were not enough, each such tomb ritual once again
pollutes the participants, requiring their renewed purification and their renewed
exclusion from shrines, sometimes for three days [24].
From the island of Cos, where Herophilus may have studied with his famous
mentor Praxagoras before going to Alexandria, we have similar laws that illustrate
the polluting power attributed to corpses. Furthermore, an inscription on a marble
stele in Cos, carved during the lifetime of Herophilus but never before noted by
historians ofscience, strikingly calls for purification of the community whenever any
human bone, osteon anthropou, is found in a public spacef25]. And atAthens, where
Erasistratus may have studied in Aristotle's school, anyone who neglected to bury an
untended corpse immediately was subjected to the dreaded "Bouzygean curses"
[26]. The only exceptions were symbolic rejections, away from human habitation and
beyond the city boundaries, of malefactors harmful to the public good, such as
traitors and temple-robbers [27].
These extensive details provide avivid sense ofthe massive powerofpollution and
exclusion in the Greek corpse tradition, also in Erasistratus' home town. There might
have been sound, attimes transparent, hygienic reasons forsuch sacred laws, as there
often are, but these examples show that the power of the corpse as a source of
individual and collective pollution is not only an effective fictional or dramatic
device; rather, it is a palpably present, regular feature ofdaily life in ancient Greece,
also at the time of, and in the spaces of, Herophilus and Erasistratus.
A further element ofcultural context is worth exploring: the cultural valorizations
of the skin. What did Greeks think of when they were confronted with skin, and
especially with the possibility of cutting through human skin? With few exceptions,
complex religious, social, and political Greek traditions assert the inviolability ofthe
skin, dead or alive, human or animal, except as a means ofgaining control of a crisis.
The crisis that permits the exception could be collective or individual, civic or
religious, moral or physical.
Among the complex features of the ancient valorization of skin as something
fraught with liminal complexity and danger, several are noteworthy for present
purposes.
First, skin is a magical symbol of wholeness and oneness, of the integrity of
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individual or collective organisms that might become susceptible to disintegration or
fragmentation. One of the reasons why these skin associations became so strong is
that they operated at mutually reinforcing individual and communal levels. In a
number of cults and in foundation myths, for example, a sacred skin serves as a
visible symbol ofthe invisible "skin" that envelops and protects the community. It is a
manifest sign of that which gives the community unity and cohesion, of that which
expresses the solidarity ofits members, and ofthatwhich ensures that the collectivity
will function as a social entity in which all parts have their stable, proper place, as do
parts inside the skin ofa healthy individual body.
It is significant that, with a few notable exceptions, the skin is the only part of the
sacrificial victim that is neither burnt as a gift to the gods nor eaten by the human
participants in the sacrifice. After sacrifice, the skin remains behind, either on
display in a temple or other public space, or in the hands of a priest, and it
symbolically represents the soundness, integrity, and completion of the sacrificial
purification from violence byviolence. Many Greek sacred laws accordingly regulate
the disposition ofskins in considerable detail [28].
The legendary "skin ofEpimenides" might also belong in this context, inasmuch as
his skin symbolizes the integrity and inviolability ofsomething sacred bestowed upon
humansby divine agency. In this case, the inviolable wholeness ofthe skin acquires a
further dimension: the skin as text (on which see also below). According to ancient
sources, anoracle ordered the Spartans always to preserve the corpse ofEpimenides,
the shamanistic Cretan purifier, prophet, and miracle-worker. After his death, his
skin was discovered to be tattooed with grammata (letters). These "letters" are
perhaps, as Jesper Svenbro has suggested, sacred, "unspeakable" hexameters, or
perhaps Epimenides' hexametric oracles. This hypothesis is rendered plausible by
Greek proverbial traditions, according to which "skin of Epimenides" refers to
apotheta, i.e., to "things stored up" or "things laid by," including especially "things
stored up secretly," such as "mysteries" or "secrets" for special occasions. Epi-
menides' inscribed skin thus remains behind in perpetuity to ensure the integrity of
his verbal magic beyond the rupture of death; his skin efficaciously represents the
order implicit in his sacred oracles; his dead skin, preserved whole, becomes his
eternally sound, unfragmented, immortal text [29].
A number ofmyths also associate the founding of a city with a sacred or symbolic
"collective" skin ofthe new community: a skin which signifies the integrity, oneness,
and inviolability of the new city. Thus Cecrops, one of the legendary founders of
Athens, is closely associated with the sacred hide of an ox-probably a sacrificial
victim-that represented the communal skin of Athens [30]. Perhaps the most
famous Greek foundation myth in which skin plays a crucial role is that of the
foundingofCarthage ("Byrsa") in NorthAfrica. There, a ruse ofDido's ensured that
the hide ofa sacrificial oxwas transformed into the circumference adequate to acity,
ensuring the viability, the prosperity, and, especially, the cohesion of the new
community [31].
It is in part these notions ofskin as the source or guarantor ofspatial and temporal
unity, ofsolidarity, ofcohesion, of integrity, and of completion that express or entail
the inviolability ofboth individual and communal skin.
Skin is also widely regarded as an external symbol of order and orderliness [32].
The skin is seen as an inviolable, natural map: as a surface on which the order or
disorder of the organism it encloses can be deciphered and read. It is the exterior
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sign-system of the interior, the external surface on which both internal physical
disorder and internal moral pollution become physically manifest. Thus skin diseases
were often seen as manifestations of moral or religious pollutions that could be
washed away through purification [33]. The people of Delos are said once to have
incurred a leprous disease when they allowed the burial of the corpse of a distin-
guished person on their sacred island [34]. There are many refractions of these
beliefs in poetry, too. In Aeschylus' Oresteia, for example, the pollution that
threatens Orestes, should he fail to avenge his father, would become visible in the
form ofa horrendous eruption ofhis skin [35].
As the text or map of the body, too-as a nature-given, decodable representation
of its hidden interior-skin thus claimed a privileged, inviolable status. To violate it
forcibly, except to gain control of a crisis, was to interfere with the surface version
both ofthe physical and ofthe moral condition ofa person.
The special cultural significance ofskin becomes visible not only in the contexts of
foundation myths, of sacrifice, and of sacred immortal texts, but also in the magic-
filled relations between human and animal. So closely is Heracles, the exceptional
tamer of animals, associated with exceptionally "wild" animal skin-the lion's
skin-that he is iconographically recognizable by it. Yet, in order to become divine,
he must not only shed his lion skin but also lose his own, human skin through a
terrible skin agony, significantly in the context of sacrifice and self-sacrifice. To
perform a sacrifice, he dons a sacrificial robe which, however, has been smeared by
Deianira with a supposed love potion that turns out to be a monstrous poison. His
skin is set on fire bythe poisoned robe and, tearing offthe robe, he painfully tears off
hisown skin alongwith it-and,with his skin, all ofthe legendary, magical powerthat
had been symbolized by his lion skin. To be without skin entails not only being
without power but also beingwithout identity, and all that is left for Heracles to do is
to mount a funeral pyre and to become destroyed, yet apotheosized, by fire. In the
later tradition of Greek proverbs, Heracles' name significantly became associated
with frightful skin diseases, including leprosy [36].
The myth ofMeleager and the Calydonian boar offers a further example ofhuman
exploitation of the magic of animal skin. Meleager, for example, freely shares the
meat ofthe mightyboarwith his companions but carefully guards the magical, sacred
power of its hide for himself [37]. Such examples from myth confirm what the sacred
laws show in detail: that a special status and special powerswere conferred onskin in
a variety of ancient cultural contexts. Animal skin thus is endowed with many
significant religious and magical features, and human skin all the more so.
Skin also is presented as limit and, from early to late, Greek culture displays an
extraordinary sensibility in the matter of limits. In Greece, limits, on the whole, are
not there to be overcome but to be accepted, not to be transgressed but to be
honored, be they geographic limits, the limits represented by incurability, or the
limits entailed by the fundamental fallibility of all human cognition [38]. Conversely,
the transgression of limits-like crossing the liminal in many cultures-entails
special dangers, both moral and physical. Transgressing the natural limit or thresh-
old represented by another person's skin, except to resolve a crisis especially in the
service of one's country, or to gain control of an individual pathological crisis, is a
source ofthe most severe pollution [39].
Cumulatively, these and similar valorizations of skin represented part of the
substantial cultural deterrent to human dissection. And it is within these cultural
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contexts, too, that the extraordinary audacity ofHerophilus and Erasistratus must be
located and evaluated.
A third significant contextual element may be worth exploring, despite the
inevitably speculative nature of the suggestions presented here. In what cultural
contexts is the ancient Greek verb temnein, "to cut," from which the noun anatome,
"dissection," is derived, predominantly deployed when humans or animals are its
objects? What does it mean to a Greek to hear that someone "cuts" (temnei) an
animal or a human being? And why and when do the ancient Greeks usually do it?
It is perhaps not insignificant that the most common early use of "cut" or "cut
into" is to refer to violating the skin boundary in the performance of an animal
sacrifice. Its special domain is sacrifice accompanying a sacred oath, often before
battle. The person performing the oath first cuts (temnei) strands of hair from the
forehead of the sacrificial animal, divides them among those present at the sacrifice
to ensure solidarity and complicity in advance of imminent sacred violence, invokes a
god or gods, swears the oath, and then seals it: by slitting (temnei) the victim's throat
[40]. At certain times and places, every domesticated animal "cut" for eating is first
sacrificed in this manner, since even such cutting is polluting.
The combination of "oath" and "cutting" in these sacrificial practices presents a
paradox characteristic of "the ambiguity of the sacred" to which I referred above
[41]. The Greek word for oath, horkos, has been thought ever since antiquity to be
cognate with herkos, "fence," "enclosure" (although its etymology remains disputed)
[42]. In swearing an oath, one creates boundaries; one fences in oneself and those
rendered complicitous by the oath; one binds through the efficacy of the oath's word
magic [43]. By contrast, in cutting (temnein) the victim, one violently violates another
boundary. The bloody, physical violation of the "skin fence" is rendered culturally
tolerable by the magical verbal "fencing" in of the complicitous.
Also outside its sacrificial use, "to cut" tends to designate acts of violence,
practically all of which, like sacrificial cutting, entail the violation of skin boundary,
often in combat, as a way of trying to gain control of a crisis, be it a moral, civic, or
military crisis. In these contexts "to cut" (temnein) often means to maim, to
decapitate, or to castrate [44]. Acts of skin-transgressing cutting, in combat as in
sacrifice, thus have in common, first, their violence and, second, that they belong to a
context of overcoming a crisis-of coping with a threat, of resolving a critical
disorder, imbalance, impurity, or impasse.
This is not to deny that there was more peaceful cutting, but when the object cut is
a human or an animal, the dominant early use of temnein and its cognates is to refer
to violent, deeply invasive acts of skin-transgression, usually prompted by a crisis
[45].
Asignificant exception is the Hippocratic writings where, for the first time, temnein
as skin-cutting becomes systematically domesticated and secularized. In their uses of
temnein to refer to skin-cutting, the Hippocratics on the one hand depart from the
violent mainstream tradition by using it to designate fairly conservative incisions
including, especially, incisions for therapeutic blood-letting [46]. On the other hand,
the Hippocratics still have in common with traditional acts of skin-cutting that they
use temnein in order to resolve a crisis that has been triggered by impurity, danger, or
imbalance, here in the body.
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In expropriating temnein for human dissection and vivisection, Herophilus and
Erasistratus, by contrast, retain the traditional context of deep, invasive cutting,
while deprivingtemnein ofits traditional legitimation ofimmediate civicor individual
crisis. This new context ofskin-cutting-the old modewithout the old sanction-may
have appearedjust as unacceptable to most ofHerophilus' and Erasistratus' contem-
poraries and successors as did the dissectors' attitude to the corpse.
I have offered only a few examples-corpse, skin, and temnein-ofthe formidable
cultural traditions that may have slowed down the doctor's hand as it moved to
human dissection. I hope this selective exploration of cultural contexts has evoked
more concretely the enormity ofthe steps taken by Herophilus and Erasistratus, the
exceptional nature of their methods, and the multi-layered power of the traditions
theyviolated.
III
What were the factors that provoked and allowed Herophilus and Erasistratus to
contravene these deeply entrenched beliefs and cultural habits? What prompted and
permitted them to challenge the power of the religious sanctions explored above?
Any monocausal explanation is likely to be inadequate. Rather, I believe that an
exceptional, perhaps unique constellation of interactive circumstances prevailed in
Alexandria. Space does not permit an exploration of all relevant factors, but an
allusion to at least some might be helpful.
Among the pertinent factors is, paradoxically, the absence of democracy in
Ptolemaic Egypt. I am aware that many have argued that the major reason why some
parts of science developed in Greece in distinctive ways not found in other ancient
societies is the presence ofcertain political structures, especially "democracy" and a
"democratic" legal system, that foster dissent, debate, and critical scrutiny of
arguments [47]. There might be some validity to such interpretations, but they
neglect the rich evidence that, whether we like it or not, Greek science made some of
its greatest discoveries and advances within non-democratic political structures such
as those of the Macedonians' Ptolemaic monarchy in Alexandria. In Alexandria, a
scientist's fellow-residents could not vote to ostracize or exile him on grounds of
impiety, as they could-and did-in "democratic" Athens [48]; in Hellenistic Egypt,
the king centrally controlled political action as well as religious life.
Furthermore, the early Ptolemies appear to have extended generous patronage
not only to the famous scholar-librarians of Alexandria and to members of the
Museum, but also to scientists such as Herophilus. Non-financial forms ofpatronage
often may have been even more important to science than economic subvention.
Indeed, with reference to vivisection, our ancient sources are unequivocal in their
affirmation that it was the "kings" who handed over condemned criminals to
Herophilus and Erasistratus forvivisectory experimentation [49]. Similar patronage,
again in the form of royal intervention, may well have made scientific access to
cadavers possible.
Closely related is a further factor, one that appears to have motivated royal
patronage and royal intervention on behalfofscientists, viz. the ambition ofthe early
Ptolemies to establish Alexandria as a glittering center of literary and scientific
learning. Their success was remarkable, and the results included a cosmopolitan
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intelligentsia committed to literary and scientific frontiersmanship [50]. Among the
more celebrated scientists said to have visited Alexandria or to have resided there
during the lifetimes of Herophilus and Erasistratus are Euclid, the mechanical
genius Ctesibius, and the astronomer Aristarchus of Samos (known for his heliocen-
tric theory of the universe). Several brilliant younger scientists such as Archimedes,
the polymath Eratosthenes (see below), and the astronomer Conon may also have
been in Alexandria toward the end of Herophilus' life. A similarly distinguished
group ofGreek literary critics, poets, and librariansworked in Alexandria in the first
halfofthe third century B.C., including the poet-scholars Callimachus, Apollonius of
Rhodes, and perhaps the pastoral poet Theocritus. An important point here is not
only that a large number of distinguished intellectuals converged in Alexandria at
this time, in part as a consequence of royal incentives, in part because any "critical
mass" of distinguished intellectuals in a given location tend to attract others from
elsewhere. Rather, it also is noteworthy that many of these scholars placed a
premium on innovation and engaged in relatively unshackled speculation or experi-
mentation. This is the intellectual and cultural atmosphere in which the audacious
first systematic dissections ofthe human body became possible.
Moreover, Alexandria was a new frontier city in which traditional Greek values
were not considered intrinsically superior. Indeed, the Ptolemies themselves set
examples-shocking to some Alexandrian Greeks-of violating traditional Greek
taboos, including the ancient Greek taboo against intra-uterine incest. The Ptole-
mies had their political reasons for presenting themselves as royal heirs and
perpetuators ofan ancient Egyptian custom-consanguineous marriage-but Greek
criticism of such royal violations was quick to surface, thereby demonstrating the
tenacity, also in early Alexandria, of traditional Greek taboos [51]. Significant for
present purposes is, however, the fact that the Ptolemies themselves could blatantly
and openly violate entrenched taboos, also concerning relations between bodies. At
the very least, this is indicative of the cultural and political ambience in which
scientists dared to violate taboos.
Not all factors relevant to the sudden rise of systematic dissection and vivisection
were internal to third-century B.C. Alexandria. Some were antecedent or external or
both. Among these is what one might call "the philosophical secularization" of the
body and ofthe corpse.
Aristotle's success in the fourth century B.C. in developing ateleologically modeled
biology as a major branch of philosophical enquiry, in part by dissecting and
vivisecting various animals, will not have gone unnoticed in Alexandria. Nor will
Aristotle's unequivocal rejection of certain traditional notions about the relation
between body and soul. For example, he abandoned the Orphic-Pythagorean-
Platonic idea of the transmigration and reincarnation of the soul, and instead
developed a theory ofsoul as the more or less complex form that endows the matter
of each animate organism with function and with species being [52]. The presence
and influence ofAristotle's followers in Alexandria at the time ofHerophilus can be
documented, also in the organization ofthe famous Alexandrian Library [53]. None
of this represents conclusive evidence that Aristotle's thought and practice directly
provoked the Hellenistic physicians to perform human dissection, but Aristotle's
zoologyclearly demonstrated thevalue ofrepeated dissection, and his newversion of
the body represents a coherent, suggestive challenge to traditional notions of the
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inviolable sanctity of body and skin. Not atypical of Aristotle's unsentimental,
dispassionate statements about the human corpse and its parts are the following:
It is clear that a corpse is a human being in name only [homonymously] ...
[54].
Even though a dead person also has the same external form and shape, it
nevertheless is not a human being. Furthermore, it is impossible that a hand
rendered in whatever manner, for example in bronze or in wood, is a hand
except in name [homonymously], just like a physician in a drawing [or
painting]. For it will not be able to perform its own function, just as neither
flutes [sculpted] in stone nor physicians in drawings can perform their own
functions. Likewise none ofthe parts of a dead person is any longer ofsuch a
nature [as are the functioning parts, i.e., of a living person], I mean, for
example, eye or hand. It is called "eye" or "hand" far too simplistically, as
when awoodworker might talk ofa "hand" made ofwood ... [55].
So too the "hand" of a person who has died is a hand in name only
[homonymously], just as flutes in a stone sculpture might also be called
"flutes". . . [56].
Acadaver, then, is no more a source ofanxiety, mystery, or awe for Aristotle than
is a piece of wood, stone, or bronze. To speak of the corpse as somehow being the
person" from whom it derives is to engage in linguistic confusion, he argues.
Perhaps as significant as Aristotle's dissections and his attempts at de-mystifying
and secularizing the soul and the corpse, is the radical materialism of two schools of
philosophy newly in ascendance in Athens at the time of Herophilus and Erasistra-
tus: Stoicism and Epicureanism. Although they represent contrarytraditions on most
issues, the Stoics and Epicureans were in agreement that all entities, animate and
inanimate, are nothing but matter (or, as the Epicureans insist, matter and "void").
Even the soul, which Aristotle had still identified as the form that is alwaysjoined to
matter, now is constructed as being nothing but matter of a certain kind or in a
certain state. According to both Stoics and Epicureans, neither death nor the corpse
is to be feared: death is simply either a change in the state of matter or a
rearrangement ofmatter [57].
Of particular interest in this context is the Stoic doctrine of a class of things that
are morally indifferent (the adiaphora). To simplify dangerously, the Stoics argued
that all things can be divided into three moral classes: the good, the bad, and
"neither" or "indifferent." This basic division, which is elaborated through complex
subdivisions, has much in commonwith Herophilus' taxonomy ofthe arsmedica, as I
have pointed out elsewhere [58]. In thislight, it is significant that the Stoics explicitly
assigned death and the corpse to the class of morally indifferent things [59]. Even
necrophagy is said by the noble Stoics to be morally indifferent [60].
Thisclassificationcompletes thephilosophical secularization ofthe corpse and the
philosophical depollution ofthe cadaver, even as sacred lawsdetailing the old taboos
about the corpse continue to be carved into stone, in Hellenistic Egypt as elsewhere.
Mere rearranged or transformed matter, devoid ofmoral consequences for itselfand
forothers-this, atthe time ofHerophilus and Erasistratus, was the latestphilosoph-
icalversion ofthe traditionally dreaded dead body.
Greek philosophy, Ptolemaic politics, imaginative royal patronage, the attraction
exercised by Alexandria on numerous innovative intellectuals, the cultural ambience
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of a frontier city, and royal violations ofold Greek taboos are, however, not the only
interactive factors that may have been at work in enabling Herophilus to initiate this
short-lived piece ofscientific daring.
Although no ancient or modern scientist or historian of repute has mistaken
religious mummification for systematicscientific dissection [61], the age-old Egyptian
practice of religious embalming might have been seized upon by eager scientist and
ambitious king alike as a legitimating precedent. It also might have been regarded as
evidence that cadavers could be opened with moral and religious impunity. Yet, if it
functioned as such, this "precedent" found very limited acceptance: as pointed out
above, only two Greeks-Herophilus and Erasistratus-ever practiced systematic
human dissection.
The exceptional convergence of these and other interactive political, social,
cultural, economic, ideological, scientific, and philosophical factors might well have
facilitated the relatively brief but momentous crossing of forbidden boundaries by
Herophilus and Erasistratus.
IV
Even more problematic than accounting for the spectacularly productive, system-
atic introduction of a previously "forbidden" heuristic and experimental tool, in
violation of taboo, is explaining its apparently abrupt disappearance after the death
of Herophilus and Erasistratus, not only from Alexandria but also from all of
subsequent ancient Greek science [62], and indeed from all science until the
fourteenth century. What might account for the sudden abandonment of a new
method ofinvestigation and explanation that had yielded such a quick, rich harvest?
Why did other scientists not emulate the scientifically productive dissecting and
vivisecting work of Herophilus and Erasistratus on humans? In particular, why did
noteventhemanysubsequentphysicianswhoidentified themselves as"Herophileans"
or "Erasistrateans" continue systematic human dissection? As in parts II and III
(above), the extant evidence is such that any "explanation" is bound to be hypotheti-
cal and provisional to some degree and hence open to challenge, but here, too, my
purpose is to stimulate reflection on an historical puzzle, rather than to offer
dogmatically assertive conclusions.
It has been suggested that the simplest explanation for the disappearance of
vivisective and dissective experiments in Alexandria might be the coincident disap-
pearance or reversal of many or all the factors discussed above (part III). In fact,
however, inthegenerations immediately afterthe death ofHerophilus and Erasistra-
tus, almost all the factors introduced above continued to play a role in the life of
Alexandria, while systematic human dissection was discontinued, judging by all the
available evidence. Ptolemaic autocracy, the absence ofdemocracy, royal support of
the Alexandrian Museum and ofthe Library, a critical mass ofbrilliant intellectuals
working in a variety of fields, and so on, continued, yet human dissection did not.
Aristotelian philosophy, Stoicism, and Epicureanism did not suddenly disappear
from the Greek world with the death of Herophilus and Erasistratus, as little as
mummification disappeared from Egypt. Furthermore, distinguished scientists con-
tinued visiting Alexandria or practicing there in the generation after Herophilus.
One therefore has to look to other factors-both traditional and novel factors-for
an understanding of the apparently abrupt discontinuation of systematic human
dissection andvivisection.
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In this context, it should be kept in mind that not all branches of science and
medicine are subject to the same cultural pressures; not all are susceptible to the
same cultural, economic, or political determinants; and not all are responsive to the
same opportunities. Among the tenacious traditional factors that probablycame into
interactive play in the case ofhuman dissection andvivisection, but not in the case of
Alexandrian mathematics or astronomy, are, for example, the religious beliefs and
cultural valorizations introduced above (part II). As Hellenistic sacred laws and
other Hellenistic texts richly illustrate, traditional Greek beliefs about the burial of
the dead, about bloodshed and pollution, about the corpse, and about skin did not
vanish with the introduction of human dissection [63]. Furthermore, as indicated
above, some Alexandrian Greeks immediately dared to attack even the autocratic
Ptolemies' violations of old Greek taboos [64]. The power, tenacity, and insistent
reassertion oftraditional values and ofancient taboos hence should not be underes-
timated, in trying to understand the discontinuation ofsystematic human dissection
[65].
There are, however, also novel factors that come into play from the mid-third
century B.C. on. Conspicuous among these is a new, rival school of medical thought,
probably founded or co-founded by a renegade pupil ofHerophilus, Philinus ofCos,
in the mid-third century B.C. Its members call themselves "Empiricists" (empeirikoi),
after their own formulation ofa new epistemology and a newtheoryofmethod based
almost exclusively on experience (empeiria), and they lump together all their motley
warring opponents, such as the Herophileans and Erasistrateans, under the label
"Rationalists" (logikoi) or"Dogmatists" (dogmatikoi). Onmethodological, epistemo-
logical, and clinical grounds, the Empiricists claim that human dissection is scientifi-
cally unnecessary [66]. Not unlike modern behaviorists, such as those inspired by
B.F. Skinner, they argue that only clinical "results" or clinical efficacy matters; the
invasive investigation of"hidden causes" and the construction ofcausal theories are
unnecessary, are impossible in principle, and are clinically irrelevant. Instead,
desirable clinical results can be obtained first and foremost by the "empirical"
collection ofnon-invasive, even random observations (peira andempeiria), second by
using transmitted, non-causal reports ofproven remedies (historia), and, ifno proven
remedies are at hand for a given ailment, by the improvisational use of relatively
simple analogies in therapeutics (metabasis bysimilarity) [67].
The Empiricists' attacks on dissection apparentlywent to the heart ofHerophilus'
and Erasistratus' justifications of systematic human dissection and of vivisection
experiments, and the Empiricists also confronted the dissectors' statements of
purpose head-on. According to Celsus, the first-century Latin encyclopedist who is a
major source for Hellenistic medicine, the "Rationalists" justified human dissection
andvivisection byclaiming that both "hidden" and "evident" causes ofdiseases must
be known, as must the "natural activities" of the internal parts, if one is to treat
patients effectively. Celsus then adds:
Moreover, since both pains and various types of diseases arise in the intemal
parts, they [scil. the "Rationalists"] think that no one who is ignorant ofthese
parts can apply remedies to them. It therefore isnecessary todissect thebodies
of the dead and to examine their viscera and intestines. Herophilus and
Erasistratus, they say, did this in the bestwaybyfarwhen theycutopen people
whowerealive, criminals out ofprison, received from kings. Andwhilebreath
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still remained in these criminals, they inspected those parts which nature
previously had concealed, also their position, color, shape, size, arrangement,
hardness, softness, smoothness, connection, and the projections and depres-
sions of each, and whether anything is inserted into another thing or receives
a part of another into itself. For, they say, when pain occurs intemally, it is
impossible for one who has not learned in which part each internal organ or
intestine lies, to know what hurts the patient. Nor can that part which is ill be
treated by one who does not know what it is. And when a person's viscera are
exposed by a wound, one who does not know the color of an [internal] part in
its healthy state, cannot recognize which part is intact and which damaged;
thus he cannot even come to the aid of the damaged parts. Extemal remedies
also can be applied more suitably by people acquainted with the positions,
shapes, and size of the intemal parts.... Nor is it cruel, as most people
maintain, that remedies for innocent people of all times should be sought in
the sacrifice of people guilty of crimes, and of only a few such people at that
[68].
It is, in part, precisely these articulations of the purposes and justifications of
human dissection and vivisection that are targeted by the Empiricists' polemics, as
Celsus subsequently makes amply clear [69]. To their general anti-etiological and
"anti-theoretical" arguments, the Empiricists add the specific points that the very act
of laying open the body alters the internal parts, and that even uninjured parts often
vary in appearance due to non-pathological factors such as fear or hunger or fatigue.
Moreover, against dissection they argue specifically that the parts in the dead have
undergone alteration and hence are so different from the parts in the living that it is
useless to observe them [70].
Soon afterHerophilus' death, the Empiricists became the most prominent "school"
of medical thought in Alexandria. Their vehement, articulate, and nuanced objec-
tions to systematic human dissection, both on epistemological and on clinical
grounds, represent a powerful new scientific complement to the reassertion of the
more traditional religious and moral reservations.
A further new factor that might be relevant here is one to which I alluded above:
the increasing scholarly energy expended by both Empiricists and "Rationalists" of
varying persuasions (notably including many Herophileans) on the exegesis of
Hippocratic treatises, on Hippocratic lexicography, and on medical doxography.
Herophilus, too, had done critical work on Hippocratic texts, but it was not his
central concern. Cause and effect are difficult to identify in this case, but it is
noteworthy that, in the generations after Herophilus and Erasistratus, more Alexan-
drian physicians than ever before followed the scholarly lead of the great Alexan-
drian philologists and literary critics such as Zenodotus, Callimachus, Philetas,
Simias, and Aristophanes of Byzantium, rather than the lead of the pioneers of
systematic human dissection [71]. The physicians turned increasingly to detailed
critical analyses of texts from the past and to the collection and criticism of
precursors' views-activities that have their value, too-while abandoning human
dissection and experimental vivisection. Treatises on physiology continued to be
written, notably by Herophileans, and pharmacology was immensely popular, but no
discoveries were made that match those of Herophilus and Erasistratus in range,
durability, and accuracy.
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Early Alexandria was a frontier city, but it also was a city without frontiers, a city
without skin, as some ancient writers sensed. Plutarch, in his Life ofAlexander,
records the following episode in his description ofthe founding ofAlexandria in 331
B.C. by Alexander the Great:
Andwhen he (Alexander) saw a siteofoutstanding natural advantages, he ...
ordered the plan of the city to be sketched out on the ground in conformity
with the configuration ofthe site. Therewas no chalk ("white earth") at hand,
so they took barley-flour and traced out with it on the dark soil a rounded
area, to whose inner contour straight lines extended ... so as to produce the
figure of a chlamys [a military cloak]. The king was delighted with the design,
but suddenly birds from the river and the lagoon, infinite in number, and of
every kind and every size, swooped down on the place like clouds and did not
leave behind the least particle ofthe barley-flour, so that even Alexanderwas
thoroughly disturbed at the omen. However, the seers exhorted him to be
confident, since, they said, the city founded here by him would have abun-
dance of resources and would be a nourisher of human beings from every
country [72].
It was to this city without a boundary, robbed of its skin at its very founding, and
hence open to all, that Herophilus came from the remote Bosporus. And it was in
thisfrontierless citythat hebecame thefirst to cross the lastfrontier. Itwas here that,
to the dismayoflater Greeks, pagan and Christian alike, he delved more deeplythan
any precursor into what nature had concealed; it was here that he made the
discoveries withwhich I started these reflections. Perhaps onlyin a skinlesscitycould
Herophilus have cut so deeply beyond the human skin, 'living and dead. Yet in a
skinless city, too, as the preceding reflections suggest, science is not insusceptible
both to the spur and to the bit of those paradoxical human intricacies which we call
culture.
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